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ABSTRACT
Studies have demonstrated that social media may offer insights into social behaviors. Here we investigate the potential of social media in predicting criminal behavior, in particular rape and sexual abuse. Traditional approaches for studying sexual violence are effective but laborious, although often limited to small sample sizes and coarse temporal resolutions. Additionally, the sensitive nature of sexual violence and stigmas against victims result in serious under reporting of rape crime statistics. The factors contributing to rape are not fully agreed upon, but research shows that the acceptance of, and willingness to commit rape are highly correlated with sex-role stereotyping, rape myth beliefs, and misogyny. Here we explore whether social media can be used as an indicator of sexual violence in the US, by tracking misogynistic tweets. We compared the number of tweets and rape crime statistics for each state, and found a significant association. Our work paves the way to the design of a ‘social sensor’ system to detect rape and other abuse by monitoring social streams.
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INTRODUCTION
Online social data can offer insight about real world phenomena and societal behaviors. By mining massive datasets provided by social media services and other databases, previous research has studied positive behaviors such as friendship [16], team production [14], evolution of organizations [4], political discourse [10], knowledge production [5] and the diffusion of trends, fashions and fads [13].

Collective behaviors with a negative connotation have been investigated as well, using a mix of social and conventional data, including criminal activities [11, 22], terrorist attacks [7], and financial fraud [20]. Sexual violence is a major societal issue, but its ramifications in the online world have not been given much attention yet.

In the social sciences, traditional approaches for studying violence, and sexual violence in particular, rely on official criminal records, surveys, interviews, and field research [9]. While these methods can provide in-depth accounts, they are also costly and laborious, and thus often limited to small sample sizes and coarse temporal resolutions. Moreover, the sensitive nature of sexual violence, and the stigma victims are often faced with, result in serious under reporting of sexual crimes. According to the Rape, Abuse and Incest National Network, 60% of the rapes in the US go unreported. Of the rapes reported, only 25% of those cases ever lead to an arrest [18].

The individual and societal factors contributing to rape are not fully agreed upon. Research suggests that a combination of rape-tolerant beliefs and demographics are responsible for the under reporting of rape [3, 12]. Psychological surveys have shown that the acceptance of, and willingness to commit rape are highly correlated with sex-role stereotyping and rape myth beliefs [3, 6]. Misogyny is often portrayed by sexual objectification, discrimination, denigration, and violence against women
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Many factors contributing to a rape-tolerant society are thus also indicators of misogyny, or the hatred of women. Some characteristics and personality traits are known to be reflected in language usage on social media [1, 15, 19].

Here we explore whether social media can be used as a ‘societal sensor’ of sexual violence, by tracking the occurrence of misogynistic language on Twitter. We analyzed a sample of tweets from January and February in 2012 and rape statistics from the 2012 FBI Uniform Crime Reports, and found a significant association between per capita rates of rape and misogynistic language. This preliminary result suggests that increased misogynistic language is associated with increased instances of sexual violence. Thus language use on social media may provide a useful signal about the occurrence of sexual violence in the real world. Because the users of social media services, and Twitter in particular, are known to react in almost real time to external events, such signal may thus complement in a timely fashion data from traditional survey-based research in monitoring the incidence of sexual violence in the population.

METHODS
The FBI Uniform Crime Reports provides rape statistics in the US at the state level (including Washington DC) [21]. This data does not break down across victim gender, but because the overwhelming majority of rapes (over 90%) are committed against females [18] and prior research has prevalently focused on this type of sexual violence, here we use it to explore the connection with misogynistic language.

Our social media data comes from a 10% sample of the Twitter stream produced during 2012. We manually compiled a list of 90 terms that are commonly used as misogynistic insults. The term adoption analysis revealed that the most common one — ‘bitch’ — had a very broad meaning due to its frequent colloquial use, therefore we decided to exclude it.

We geo-coded tweets that contain misogynistic language and location (either latitude/longitude or a free-form location string) and mapped them to states, using state boundary data from the US Census Bureau. Our final data set contains roughly 170 million geo-located tweets, of which 1.2 million contain misogynistic language (accounting for 0.68% of the total amount).

Because a state with a larger population will see a larger number of both rape cases and misogynistic tweets, we normalized each variable. We used per capita rape rates and the ratio of misogynistic tweets to the total number of tweets from that state. We used a generalized Gaussian linear model to assess the degree of association between the two variables.
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Figure 1: When considering all 50 states and DC, we found a Pearson correlation of \( r = 0.25 \) and a \( p \)-value of 0.09. The arrow indicates Washington D.C.

Figure 2: When Washington DC is removed, the Pearson correlation rises to \( r = 0.36 \) with a \( p \)-value of 0.01.
RESULTS
We find that the yearly per capita rate of rape and misogynistic language are correlated. When considering all 50 states and Washington DC, we found a Pearson correlation of $r = 0.25$ and a $p$-value of 0.09 (see Fig. 1). However, in the figure we can see that a single outlier, Washington DC, is present. When this outlier is removed, the Pearson correlation become stronger and significant ($r = 0.36$ and $p$-value=0.01, see Fig. 2).

DISCUSSION
Traditional rape statistics suffer from severe under-reporting due to a number of factors, such as victim blaming, justification, downplaying, and narrow definitions of sexual violence crimes. Taken together, all these factors may prove challenging to overcome, and this contributes hugely to the societal problem of sexual violence. Our preliminary results show that use of misogynistic language on social media is correlated with higher number of rapes per capita at the level of states. Tracking language on social media and other public arenas on the Internet could thus provide an alternative source of information about the level of sexual violence in the population, one that may be less affected by the above biases.

These results are thus promising but further investigation is needed. Our statistical analysis, for instance, showed that the Pearson correlation coefficient improves when the outlier corresponding to Washington DC is removed. Previous research has shown that cities tend to have super-linear rate of activity of crime in population size [2], and this could explain why Washington DC is an outlier, when compared to other states. For future work, we plan to break down our geographic analysis to the city/county level to see if other cities show the same effect.

We believe that with further study and data analysis, a method to identify ‘rape-tolerant’ cultures from data about language use can be found. Our approach could further expanded to design a ‘social sensor’ system to detect and monitor rape and other abuse by means of real-time social media stream analysis. Databases about past criminal events are increasingly mined to predict and track “hottips” of crime [17], and recently Twitter has been used for a similar purpose [22]. However, this analysis focuses on language directly related to the crime or unlawful behavior of interest, without considering terms more broadly associated with the root social bias.

This work could also be expanded to find insights into other crimes or wide-spread negative social phenomena. Racism and hate crimes have a similar societal link as misogyny and rape. Mentions of drinking and substance abuse might shed light on drug-related crimes.
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